
data from various sensors and can record a maximum of 100
channels of information. Each channel consists of six data
digits.

The data are recorded on a nine-track computer-com-
patible magnetic tape recorder and a 25-lines-per-second
printer. In addition, a seven-track master data magnetic
tape recorder records voice communications and all 100
data channels. Special sensors installed on the airplane in-
clude total temperature, pitot-static, side slip and angle of
attack probes. These probes, installed by Kaman Aerospace
Corporation, are the same as those on some National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Air Force
meteorological research C-130s. These data are routinely
recorded by the data logging system. The remaining chan-
nels, about 75, are available for use by investigators to
record data from their own instrumentation.

Since this airplane is used mainly for antarctic logistics, its
use for scientific purposes each year will be limited and,
therefore, must be closely planned and scheduled. Principal
investigators who want to use the airplane should submit
their request for aviation support to the Chief Scientist,
Division of Polar Programs, before submitting a formal
research proposal. This request, outlining science objec-
tives, instrumentation, services needed, and a proposed
flight plan, should be submitted no later than 15 March
each year for the austral summer field season 18 months
later. A panel in the Division of Polar Programs will review
the requests for compatibility with logistics requirements.
Investigators will submit formal proposals by 1 June for nor-
mal processing.

The Naval Air Systems Command administered acquisi-
tion of the data logging system and modification of LC-
130R no. 159131 for the National Science Foundation. The
National Center for Atmospheric Research provided
technical assistance under National Science Foundation
contract C-760.

Sensor parameters of LC- 1SOR. 159131.

Parameter	 Range	Resolution

HYDRODYNAMICS GROUP

Total temperature	 + 64 to -99°C	0.01°C
Dew point	 +50°to-75°C	0.1°C
Absolute pressure	 1200 to 100 m	0.04 mb

AIR MOTION/INERTIAL GROUP

Attack angle	 ± 92 mb	0.01 mb
Sideslip angle	 ± 92 m	0.01mb
Latitude	 0 to ± 90 0	 0.1 mm
Longitude	 0 to ± -180 0	0.1 mm
Ground speed	 0 to 999 kts	 I kt
Track angle	 0 to 3600	 1 0

True heading	 0to3600	 10
Doppler ground speed	70 to 999 kt	 I kt
Doppler drift angle	 ± 40°	 1
Radar altitude	 0 to 5K ft	 1 ft
Aircraft magnetic heading	0 to 360 0	.	10
Differential pressure	0 to 204 mb	0.01 mb
True air speed	 70 to 450 kts	 I kt

Contractor support

R.L. MURPHY

Antarctic Support Division
Holmes & Narver Inc.

Anaheim, California 92801

During the 1976-1977 austral summer season Holmes &
Narver, Inc. (H&N), deployed 118 employees to Antarctica
to work on their two support contracts with the National
Science Foundation. At the conclusion of the austral sum-
mer, 21 of these employees remained on the continent to
winter. Ten employees are at South Pole Station, three are
at Siple Station, and five are at Palmer Station providing all
operations and maintenance efforts to keep the life support
systems functioning. At McMurdo Station, three employees
are operating the Berg Field Center, the Eklund Biological
Center, and the United States Antarctic Research Program
(USARP) garage. (The Navy provides the other support func-
tions at McMurdo.)

Throughout the austral summer, 61 employees devoted
their efforts primarily to direct scientific support, and 36
worked at various locations on construction projects. In ad-
dition to the H&N employees, General Oceanographics,
Inc., under subcontract, provided 18 employees to man the
research ship Hero.

During the austral summer, the company provided sup-
port for 293 science grantees embarked on 85 scientific
research programs. Support services also were provided to
28 special visitors and 20 officials of the National Science
Foundation.

Early in the austral summer the newly designed Ross Ice
Shelf Project (RIsP) campJ . 9 was constructed on the Ross Ice
Shelf to support planned drilling. Despite - 40° C
temperatures at the start, the camp was completed on
schedule. When RISP drilling was curtailed due to technical
difficulties, major portions of the camp were disassembled
and stored on site. The camp will be reactivated next season.

A facelifting operation was initiated at McMurdo Station
in conjunction with the Naval Support Force Antarctica.
Several buildings no longer useable were dismantled, and
over 200,000 pounds of salvage material was removed from
the cargo storage area and shipped out of Antarctica.
Although much progress can be seen in the form of vacant
land, a great deal remains to be done to improve station ap-
pearance.

A new silhouette was added to McMurdo with completion
of the 'Mammoth Mountain Inn." This berthing facility is
adjacent to the "Chalet" (National Science Foundation ad-
ministration building) and has an architectural style to com-
plement the Chalet. Although finishing touches were not ap-
plied until January, the facility was ready for occupancy in
October 1976.

Early in December a fire in the furnace room caused
minor damage in the Berg Field Center. Cleanup did not
disrupt support of science activities. With the arrival of the
cargo ship injanuary, four new pickups and four new Spryte
tracked vehicles were received to upgrade the vehicle fleet.
One of the Sprytes was airlifted to Siple Station, but the
other three will support work on McMurdo Sound.
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"Mammoth Mountain Inn" near completion at McMurdo
Station.

Clean air facility at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station.

At Williams Field, H&N rehabilitated 14 Porta Kamp
units for use as Navy berthing and built a new head and
galley complex for use at the airfield facility.

The new Siple crew found on arrival that the station had
not suffered from being unoccupied over the 1976 winter. It
took awhile to renew the customary warmth of the station,
but the experienced hands that accompanied the new crew
greatly assisted in restoring life to the station. For once, at
least, the lack of snow caused a postponement in antarctic
operations. The planned project to elevate the 21-kilometer-
long horizontal antenna had to be postponed for a year
when it was discovered that less than normal snowfall made
it impossible to reach the top of the antenna supports to in-
sert extensions. The project has been rescheduled for the
1977-1978 season.

A fire at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station's summer
camp at the season's opening destroyed much of the personal
belongings of seven people. The head and galley complex
was destroyed by the fire, necessitating feeding all the sta-
tion's austral summer workers and visitors in the main sta-
tion. Despite a fluctuating population that peaked at 106
when McMurdo weather forced three LC-130s to spend the
night, two H&N cooks met the challenge so successfully that
the Pole became known as the fliers' favorite truckstop.

Two new structures dot the snowscape at South Pole, and
although radically different in appearance, they are based
on the same design concept. Each houses instrumentation
that needs to be elevated above the snow surface to accurate-
ly measure intended data. The first to be completed was a
tower for cosmic ray measurements; it was erected by H&N
in November. The equipment sits on a platform that can be
jacked up on columns as necessary to clear the snow surface.
The second structure is the clean air facility, a 7- by 17-
meter building surrounded by columns that hold it about 3
meters above the surface. It also can be elevated to maintain
sufficient space for prevention of snow drifting. A two-shift
construction effort was required to complete this facility on
schedule, allowing grantees to relocate their instruments
from the old temporary facility before the season's last flight
to the station.

At Palmer Station, two prefabricated, Fiberglas Heli-
Huts were erected to provide space for a new wet laboratory,
complete with sea water aquaria. Additional, higher
powered radio transmitters were installed to increase com-
munications reliability. The old, unreliable water
desalinization units were replaced with more cost effective
ones. Over 70 tons of scrap metal was removed from the sta-
tion dump and taken from the Antarctic by the Chilean ship
Yelcho.

The British Antarctic Survey ships John Bücoe and
Bransfield once again resupplied Palmer Station in January
and February 1977.

The research ship Hero suffered bow damage when it was
accidently grounded off King George Island in December
1976. One scheduled cruise was cancelled while the vessel
was repaired in Argentina. Later in the season, Hero called
at South Georgia Island during a research cruise. Hero is
only the second United States flag vessel known to have
visited South Georgia in the last century.

Back in Anaheim, all milestones were reached on sched-
ule in the $1.5-million project to replace Siple Station. The
steel arch and prefabricated building modules safely arrived
in McMurdo aboard USNS Bland. All is in readiness for the
start of construction during the 1977-1978 season. Construc-
tion is expected to take two full summer seasons, with the
new station being ready for full use in February 1979.

Design proceeded on schedule to provide all facilities
needed to support a 155-person Naval Support Force Ant-
arctica and Antarctic Development Squadron Six force at
Williams Field. Fabrication of building modules should
commence in July in the United States, but construction may
be phased over two austral summers due to shipping con-
straints. The $4-million replacement facility is scheduled for
completion on 1 January 1980.

Holmes & Narver, Inc., provided more support services to
the United Stares Antarctic Research Program than in any
of the other years since the corporation first entered the pro-
gram in 1968. The work is supported by National Science
Foundation contracts C-753 and C-852.
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